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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems are intended to assist consumers by
making choices from a large scope of items. While most
recommender research focuses on improving the accuracy of
recommender algorithms, this paper stresses the role of
explanations for recommended items for gaining acceptance and
trust. Specifically, we present a method which is capable of
providing detailed explanations of recommendations while
exhibiting reasonable prediction accuracy. The method models the
users’ ratings as a function of their utility part-worths for those
item attributes which influence the users’ evaluation behavior,
with part-worth being estimated through a set of auxiliary
regressions and constrained optimization of their results. We
provide evidence that under certain conditions the proposed
method is superior to established recommender approaches not
only regarding its ability to provide detailed explanations but also
in terms of prediction accuracy. We further show that a hybrid
recommendation algorithm can rely on the content-based
component for a majority of the users, switching to collaborative
recommendation only for about one third of the user base.

Stimulated by the Netflix Prize Competition, recommender
research has focused on recommender algorithms accuracy,
whereas topics of recommender acceptance and trust received less
attention [14]. Although movie research provides evidence that
movie characteristics such as stars and budgets significantly
influence the movie success as a result of consumers’ preferences
for them [11], such characteristics were not adequately handled by
recommender researchers.1
We argue that incorporating such item characteristics in the
recommendation process can be fruitful, as it allows recommender
systems to provide users with reasons underlying
recommendations [15], which will increase recommender
transparency and credibility, two established performance criteria
[6, 16, 19]. We further argue that explanations can lead to higher
choice efficiency [22] and even satisfaction [2] with the
recommendations. This argument is consistent with Aksoy et al.
[1] who show that consumers make better choices when using
recommendation agents which use attribute weights and decision
strategies that are similar to their own.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

We present a method that extracts user attribute-related
preferences from movie rating data of a commercial movie
recommender system and show that the derived preference
information is suitable not only for providing users with
meaningful explanations of recommendations, but also for
generating reliable recommendations. Adding to recent
developments on hybrid recommenders [4, 5], our method
combines the extracted preference-related information with
traditional collaborative techniques.

H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval – Information filtering, Search process, Selection
process. H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database applications –
Data mining.
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When preferences towards movie attributes were used in extant
work (eg. [23]), the choice of the attributes was based on
information availability, not a thorough study of relevant
attributes. Movie attributes were used for post processing of
predictions, but were not directly involved in the process of
recommendation generation (eg. [21]).

where bu and bi indicate the user bias and the item bias,
respectively. User and item bias are defined as deviations of a
user’s and a movie’s mean rating value from the overall mean μ,
respectively. The users’ reactions to the movie bias are captured
by scale factor su.

2. DATA
We develop and evaluate our method with data from the movie
recommender platform Moviepilot.com. We preferred this data
over Netflix because it does not suffer from artifacts based on
scale and interface changes which are known for the Netflix data
[13] and is newer, encompassing ratings provided between August
2006 and April 2008 which should adequately reflect
contemporary consumer attitudes and behaviors. Also, our
cooperation with Moviepilot gave us complete insight into the
processes and algorithms underlying the data. The raw dataset
contains 1,389,749 ratings of 15,593 movies by 9,788 users of the
platform.

We also consider the changes of movie popularity as well as the
individual users’ changing preferences and rating behavior over
time [13]. Specifically, we incorporated temporal dynamics for
each of the biases. We replaced bu by [bu + αut], where bu
constitutes only the static part of the user’s rating, t is time, and αu
is the slope of the user’s rating trend, The movie bias bi is
replaced analogously by [bi + βit] which leads to Equation (3):2

Although Moviepilot.com presents ratings in its user interface on
the scale varying from 0 to 10 points in .5 steps, ratings are stored
in the database as integer numbers from the interval between 0
and 100 (i.e., a rating of 7.5 point is stored as 75). We left out the
six latest ratings for validation purposes and six randomly drawn
ratings for each user as a holdout for out-of-sample predictions;
users for whom there was not enough data to generate the both
holdouts were discarded. Both holdouts comprise of 47,610
ratings each. The data about movie attributes (genres, year of
production, country of origin, budget, admissions, box office,
acting stars, directors, writers and production companies) was
taken from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb, see
www.imdb.com).

,

4. ESTIMATING PREFERENCES
The scarcity of data is the biggest challenge for recommender
research. We suggest a combination of statistical and optimization
techniques for parameter identification. The procedure
encompasses two steps, estimation and optimization. The
optimized parameter values are then used for predicting movie
ratings which are new to the users, and for explaining these
predictions both in “keyword” and “influence” as well as in “proand-con” style. We also report the results of a post-hoc integration
of our model with traditional algorithms into a hybrid
recommender to further increase prediction accuracy.

3. MODELLING CONSUMER
PREFERENCES

4.1 Step 1: Estimation
For each parameter the initial value and its confidence interval are
estimated through univariate OLS regression analysis. We utilize
OLS regression, as it provides inferences about parameter
significance. The latter information is used for dropping
parameters that are statistically meaningless for describing users’
movie preferences and for generating and explaining rating
predictions. For example, if the parameter for star “George
Clooney” does not reach significance, this actor is considered
neutral for the user’s movie preference formation and can be
excluded from the estimation process (p < .10 was used as cut-off
criterion).

In the context of movie recommendations ratings determine the
value of a particular movie for the user and allow comparisons of
users’ liking of different movies. The ratings can be interpreted as
a normalized utility, which allows comparing item utilities
between users and makes normalization unnecessary.
We model the rating r from user u for a movie i as an inner
product of the binary vector of movie features m and the vector of
users’ part-worths p, as shown in Equation 1:
,

(1)

With regard to the user bias parameters bu and αu, we run a simple
regression ru,i = b’u + aut for each user. Whereas the user’s rating
trend parameter au is derived directly from this regression, the
baseline bu is taken from b’u by subtracting the overall rating mean,
i.e. bu = b’u – μ. After experimenting with different time frames we
found that setting t = one day produced good estimates when
letting the standard deviation of the user’s rating time be at least
60. In other words, we require the user to have been rating the
movies for at least 120 days in order to be able to capture his or
her drifting rating behavior. For the users who do not meet this
condition, b’u is the mean of the correspondent user’s ratings.

Here the movie ratings and movie features vector are known from
the users’ rating records and the IMDb. The mean movie rating
(μ) serves as baseline on which the part-worths are centered. The
vector p is to be estimated. Once estimated, the part-worths can be
used both for predictions of the user’s ratings to new items and for
providing the explanations to recommendations. Moreover, the
explanations can be presented in a “pros-and-cons” style, such as
“Titanic is recommended to you because it matches your
preferences highly. Pros: High budget Hollywood movie. Cons:
you don’t like the movie’s drama genre and its star Leonardo Di
Caprio. Taking these factors into account, we expect that you will
rate this movie 8 out of 10.”

The item biases are estimated in the same way, using auxiliary
regressions of the form ru,i = b’i + βit. Again, the time resolution is
here set to one day. In contrast to user bias, we expect movie
popularity to change slower and thus require the time frame

This simple model of user preferences does not account for the
effects which occur independently of user-item interactions.
Specifically, some users give higher/lower average ratings than
the average user, something we refer to as user bias. Also, some
movies generally receive higher/lower ratings than others (item
bias [3, 13]). Users also differ in their reaction to average movie
ratings; while some users adapt to mainstream judgments, others
react overly positive, and a third group reacts skeptical.
Incorporating these effects leads to Equation (2):
,

(3)

2

(2)
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Please note that we tested also for short-term changes [12], but
found none. We also tested for but found no temporal dynamics
in the user rating scaling factor as well as in the user partworths. This might be the result of the relatively short time
frame of ratings covered by the data set. As a result, we did not
consider any of those effects in the empirical estimation process.

between a movie’s first and last ratings to be at least 240 days.
Auxiliary regressions were also used to estimate the user partworths. However, we have to deal with concurrent parameters,
where two shortcomings of OLS regressions surface: its
sensitivity toward model misspecifications and its tendency
toward overfitting under certain conditions. To avoid overfitting
we discard information which has non-zero values in less than
five percent of rated items. Overestimation of the parameter
values due to model misspecification was prevented by multilevel correction of the auxiliary regression results.

the same group of users, we were unable to find patterns which
would allow us to identify users with high prediction error a
priori. Thus, those users form their movie preferences using
information not captured by the preference function shown in
Equation (3).
We assume that similarity among such “problematic” users is an
appropriate information source for generating predictions when
the explicit preference modeling not adequately captures the
rating behavior. To test this assumption, we implemented a userto-user collaborative filtering algorithm and performed a series of
tests. Results show that the error distribution of the collaborative
filter significantly differs from the one produced by Equation (3)
(p < .01) which indicates that both algorithms capture different
parts of user ratings’ variance. Consistent with this, both
approaches produce unequal errors for most users (p > .1) on the
single user level.

The estimate for the scale factor su, which reflects the user’s
reaction to the movie bias can then be calculated by fixing all
remaining model parameter at their estimated values in Equation
(4):
∑

/

,

(4)

The confidence limits for su are set to su
σt, with σ being the
standard deviation and t drawn from the Student’s t-distribution
for p = .10 and degrees of freedom equal to the number of user’s
ratings minus one.

As combinations of concurrent methods outperform the best
individual predictions [7, 8, 20], we developed a hybrid approach
which combined the predictions of both methods. We choose the
individual predictor which performs best on the withheld data for
each user and utilized an additional holdout set to compare the
individual performance of the two prediction methods. The best
performing method is determined through a t-test (two-sided) for
paired samples for the significance level of p < .10. If the
collaborative filter significantly outperforms Equation (3) for a
user, it is used for generating his or her predictions; Equation (3)
is used in all other cases. The overall RMSE of the hybrid method
is 20.66, which constitutes a 16% improvement over Equation (3)
used solely and a 10% improvement over the collaborative filter.
It should be noted that the latter method was used for only 34% of
the users, while the majority of the users (66%) received detailed
explanation for the recommended items in “keyword”, “influence”
and “pros-and-cons” styles.

4.2 Step 2: Optimization
We then performed an optimization of the model parameters,
allowing them to vary inside their respective confidence intervals
we have obtained in the estimation step. Initialized with the point
estimates, Equation (3) fits to the test data with an RMSE of
24.67. Whereas the point estimates represent the most probable
values of the model parameters, they are not necessarily the “true”
values. Finding these “true” values constitutes an optimization
problem, which we solve through the conjugate gradient method
for multiple dimensions [17]. We modify this method so that the
parameter values are not allowed to exceed their confidence
limits. In order to prevent overfitting parameter learning is
stopped when the error on the holdout data increases. Using the
parameter values gained through this procedure results in a RMSE
of 24.17, which represents an accuracy improvement of about 2
per cent. This improvement is significant at p < .05.

5. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH
OTHER RECOMMENDERS
As the employed dataset has unique characteristics, we
implemented some of the state-of-the-art recommenders and run
them on our training data for comparability reasons. Specifically,
we used the pure user-to-user k-means collaborative filter [12, 18]
and the Singular Value Decomposition-like matrix factorization
algorithm (“SVD”) by Funk [9], the foundation for all matrix
factorization recommenders. As matrix factorization is known to
provide the best predictive accuracy for a single algorithm, we
suggest that a comparison to their basis algorithm to be
informative. The factor model of “SVD” is learnt for the
dimensionality of 200. The predictive accuracy (RMSE) of these
algorithms is measured using the same data. Results are presented
in Table 2.

4.3 A Hybrid Approach to Further Increase
Prediction Accuracy
The non-zero RMSE of our method indicates that Equation (3)
does not capture all the user ratings variance. An inspection of the
absolute deviations of our predictions from the test ratings
revealed that a considerable part of the overall error stems from a
small number of data points. Table 1 summarizes the distribution
parameters of the absolute error.
Table 1. Distribution Parameters of the Absolute Prediction
Error
Mean Mode Curtosis
18.19

0

2.434

SE of
25
50
75
SD
Curtosis Percentil Percentil Percentil
.022
6.03
13.60
25.48 16.36

Table 2. Comparison of the Prediction Accuracy of Different
Recommendation Algorithms
Algorithm
Pure
Optimized
Collaborative Filtering
SVD
Hybrid

The high curtosis (over 2) and relatively low standard deviation
indicate that the distribution is peaked and positive skewed.
Further, the absolute prediction error for particular ratings is lower
than the value of the RMSE and exceeds it in only about 30% of
the cases. This means that the RMSE value mainly constitutes
from a low number of points with large deviations, rather than
from large number of points with nearly equal deviations.
Although most of the data points with large deviations belong to
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RMSE
24.67
24.17
22.86
21.49
20.66

Provided explanation modes
Influence + keyword + pros-and-cons
Influence + keyword + pros-and-cons
nearest neighbor
n/a
Influence + keyword + pros-and-cons
/ nearest neighbor
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